Mapping:
How to break any goal into small, do-able steps (extended version)
In the last reading, we talked about choosing your Wayfinders Working Goal. Whether your goal is
big or small, it is extremely helpful to have a map of steps to show you how to get there.
I'm a believer in Goal Mapping because I've seen it get people launched and achieving things right
away, often goals people have been putting off for years. Mapping is crucial if you are working on a Big Hairy
Audacious Goal (B.H.A.G.) with lots of parts and pieces. But it is also helpful for smaller goals too. It is a great
tool because it:
• Captures all your thoughts in one place.
• Forces you to think through all the steps you need to take to reach your goal, even the
unpleasant/scary ones.
• Shows you a reasonable order in which to do things
• Gives gives you a lot of small, un-threatening first steps to start making your goal a
reality RIGHT AWAY.
• Gives you lots of choices for things to do next, so if you hit a snag in one one area you
can still make progress toward your goal
• Puts your goal right up in front of your eyes, everyday, if you choose to post it.
After all, every great achievement is just a series of small steps, made one after the other.
• Shows you how your “impossible dream” just might be possible.

A few great achievements, brought to you by humanity

If you are a visual thinker, you have probably used some form of mapping
already. You architects, engineers, and craftspeople have been using flow charts
all along - or maybe worked with the idea of a "critical path."
Or those of you who keep a to-do list know the power of getting things out of
your head and down on a page (and that delicious feeling of checking them
off!).

Ahhhhhhhh…..

When it comes time to make a map of your goal, you can use any format you like. I
teach you my particular mapping technique because I find it linear and easy to explain, plus it works with
almost any type of goal.

So let’s get started!
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1. Choose a goal, and make it as tangible and specific as you can.
Let’s say your goal is to be healthier.
A goal of “be healthier” is too general to be mapped, though. How will you know when
you have arrived at your goal?
Any of these would
make a fine goal.
Is it that you get a sound sleep every night?
“Start each day with
Or maybe that you’re eating lots of fruits and vegetables
10 minutes of
meditation,” for
Or that you are exercising 5 days a week...
instance, is something
you’ll recognize when
Or that you start each day with 10 minutes of meditation...
you’ve achieved it.
There you
are...meditating!

Here’s another one. Let’s say your goal is to quit your day job and work in the ski industry.
That’s pretty broad - let’s narrow it down.
Is it that you want to work in a ski store?
Or maybe you want to get a job at a resort…
Or maybe even start your own resort…(and now you need to think about downhill
vs. cross-country - do you want have both?)

For this example right now, I’m going to choose a Big Hairy Audacious Goal (BHAG):
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“Open a cross-country skiing resort.”
That is nice and specific, so we are ready for the next step.

2. Take a blank piece of paper and put an image of your
goal at the edge of your page.

Open a cross
country ski resort
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3. Now, think of all the obstacles that are preventing you from opening a ski
resort. Sometimes it is helpful to think, “Why can’t I do this tomorrow? What
needs to happen first?”
Write these obstacles down on a scratch pad, stating them as simply as possible.

don’t have a
property
don’t
know
how to
run a ski
resort

don’t
have
money
don’t have
clients/
skiiers
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4. Restate each obstacle by turning it “inside out.” When you state it
positively, it becomes a goal. Again, use the simplest words you can.
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You have just figured out four mini-goals. Circle them.

don’t have a
property

don’t
have
money

Find money

don’t have
skiiers
Find skiers

Find property

don’t
know
how to
run a ski
resort

Learn how
to run a
ski resort
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Find property

Learn how
to run a
ski resort

Open a cross
country ski
resort

Find money

5. Go back to
your big sheet of
paper and put
down your new
mini-goals.
Connect each one
to your main
goal.

Find skiers
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Find property

Learn how
to run a
ski resort

Open a cross
country ski
resort

Find money

6. Choose 1 minigoal, and ask
yourself, what do
I need to do first
to make that
happen? What
might help?
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Let’s start with the
mini-goal “Learn how
to run a ski resort.”
Without much
thought, I come up
with two ideas.
1)There might be
books and articles
on the subject.
2)I could talk to
people who
already run
resorts.

Find skiers
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7. Put your ideas
down, and connect
them to their
bubble.

Find property

Learn how
to run a
ski resort

read
books or
articles on the
subject

talk
to resort
owners

Open a cross
country ski
resort

Find money

Find skiers
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8.Continue
breaking goals into
smaller goals, by
thinking about
what step(s) might
comes before each
one.

Find property

Learn how
to run a
ski resort

Taking the “read books or
articles” bubble, I could
1)research books in the
library
2)research articles online.
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So I put in those steps.

read
books or
articles on
the subject

research
in library

research
talk

online

to resort
owners

Find money

Find skiers
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9.Now, keep working left
until you come to a step
that is small enough and
easy enough you could do
it today or tomorrow. Put
it in a box.

For example, for “research in library,” a small
9
step could be “Spend 15 minutes at the Portland
Public library looking up ski-resorts.” So I make a
box for the step, and put it all the way over on the
side of the page.

spend 15 Min. at
library looking up
ski-resorts

Learn how
to run a
ski resort

read
books or

research
in library

articles on
the subject
research
talk

online

spend 15 minutes
surfing the web for
articles about ski
resorts

to resort
owners

Now I’ll do the same for “research
online.”
I come up with spending 15 minutes
web-surfing for articles.
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Small10steps
toward opening a
Let’s add a couple more ideas.

talk to reference
librarian....where to
start?

Learn how
to run a
ski resort

read
books or

research
in library

spend 15 Min. at
library looking up
“ski-resorts”

articles on
the subject
research
talk

online

to resort
owners

Notice that as you work through
your map, breaking your goals
into smaller chunks, the side of
your page is filling with small
steps you can take right away.

spend 15 minutes
surfing the web for
articles about ski
resorts

do a Google search
for Ski-resort
magazines....are there
any?
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Small steps

10. Add a few more bubbles and boxes
until you have a nice collection of small
steps.

Learn how
to run a
ski resort
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talk to reference
librarian....where to start?

research

read

in library

books or

looking up “ski-resorts”

articles on
the subject
research

spend 15 minutes surfing
the web for articles
about ski resorts

online

talk

Google search for Ski
magazines....are there any?

to resort
owners

call
accountant

Find money

spend 15 Min. at library

sister in law

figure
out what
I have

find

email sister in law to
set up time
20 minutes looking
through desk

all paperwork
15 minutes Google
search biz $$$

research
biz loans

Small Biz Admin call to
11
ask where to start

Small steps toward opening a
ski resort
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talk to reference
librarian....where to start?

Now I’ve got 7 concrete steps
I can take TODAY toward
opening my resort.
This is the most important
part of mapping - to show
you a few non-scary ways to
plunge right in and get
started. Because action
begets more action.
Of course, your map will
change and grow as you get
more info.
But always: keep your steps
small. Keep breaking them
down into these friendly
green “Go” boxes.

spend 15 Min. at library
looking up “ski-resorts”
spend 15 minutes surfing
the web for articles
about ski resorts
Google search for Ski
magazines....are there any?
email sister in law to
set up time

20 minutes looking
through desk

15 minutes Google
search biz $$$

Small Biz Admin call to
ask where to start
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The Big PS, or How to Get Unstuck
You might be wondering: “What happens if I can’t think of
any ideas? What if I get stuck on part of my map?”

Small13steps
toward opening a
talk to reference
librarian....where to
start?

Learn
how to run a
ski resort

research

read
books or

in library

spend 15 Min. at
library looking up
“ski-resorts”

articles on
the subject

talk

?

to resort

?

owners

research
online

spend 15 minutes
surfing the web for
articles about ski
resorts

?

Let’s say you are busily mapping, and you
come to the “talk to resort owners” bubble.
Sitting there, mapping pencil in hand,
you’ve got no idea how to even meet a
resort owner.

do a Google search
for Ski-resort
magazines....are there
any?
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Small steps
toward opening a
resort

talk to reference
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librarian....where to
start?

Learn
how to run a
ski resort

research

read

in library

books or

spend 15 Min. at
library looking up
“ski-resorts”

articles on
the subject
research
online

talk
to resort
owners

spend 15 minutes
surfing the web for
articles about ski
resorts

?
Make a bubble and put a question mark in
it. The question mark reminds you that you
need more information to move ahead with
this part of your map.

do a Google search
for Ski-resort
magazines....are there
any?
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Small steps
toward opening a
resort

Since you need more information, a small step is
to have a brainstorming session with yourself.
That isn’t too hard, and can be done in 10 or 15
minutes. How many ways can you think of to find
or meet ski resort owners?

Learn
how to run a
ski resort

talk to reference
15

librarian....where to
start?

research
in library

read books

spend 15 Min. at
library looking up
“ski-resorts”

or articles on
the subject
research
online

talk
to resort
owners

Hopefully you’ll come up with an idea or
two to get started. (Call a resort and ask
for the owner and request an
informational interview? Put an ad in the
paper? Ask every friend on Facebook if
they know a ski resort owner?)

?

But what if that still doesn’t work - if brainstorming
on your own doesn’t provide any ideas?

spend 15 minutes
surfing the web for
articles about ski
resorts

do a Google search
for Ski-resort
magazines....are there
any?

Brainstorm: How to
find/meet ski-resort
owners?
15

read
books or

in library

articles on
the subject
research
online
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spend 15 minutes
surfing the web for
articles about ski

do a Google search
for Ski-resort
magazines....are there
any?

talk
to resort
owners

?
Brainstorm: How to
find/meet ski-resort
owners?

Brainstorm
with
Wayfinders
Teammates

If brainstorming
on your own
doesn’t work,
you need to
bring it to a
larger group, like
your Wayfinders
team.
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read
books or

in library

articles on
the subject
research
online
•
talk
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spend 15 minutes
surfing the web for
articles about ski

do a Google search
for Ski-resort
magazines....are there
any?

to resort
owners

?
Brainstorm: How to
find/meet ski-resort
owners?

Brainstorm
with
Wayfinders

Throw an Idea
Party

Teammates

REMEMBER

And if you STILL
don’t get the
answers/contacts
you need, you use
even more
people....you can
throw an *idea
party, where you
get 20, 30, 40
people in the room
to work on your
obstacle.

When you hit a block you can’t puzzle through, widen the circle of brains!

*I’ll teach you how
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Here’s another example, this time a Map for the goal of submitting my book The Snatcher
submitted to a literary agent. I’ll show you what I did for each of the 10 steps:
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•

1. Choose a goal, and make it as
tangible and specific as you can.
Goal: Submit a manuscript of The Snatcher to a
literary agent

bler
by
by Am
Darre

THE S
N

ATCH
ER

2. Take a blank piece of paper and put an image of your
goal at the left of your page.

Goal: Submit a manuscript of The Snatcher to a
literary agent
18
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3. Think of all the obstacles you can that prevent you from opening a ski resort.
Sometimes it is helpful to think, “Why can’t I do this tomorrow? What’s in my
way?”
Write these obstacles down on a scratch pad, stating them as simply as possible.

•

don’t have a
manuscript
(I hadn’t written it
yet!)

don’t
know an
agent

don’t have a
cover letter
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4. Restate each obstacle by turning it “inside out.” When you state it
positively, it becomes a goal.

don’t have
a
manuscript

don’t have a
good cover
letter

Write a
manuscript

don’t
know an
agent
Find an
agent

Write a good
cover letter
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bler

5. Go back to
your big sheet of
paper and put
down your new
sub-goals.
connect each one
to your main
goal.

by
by Am

Write a
manuscript

Darre

THE S
N

ATCH
ER

Write a good
cover letter

find an agent
21
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bler

figure
out what to say

by
by Am

Write a
manuscript

Darre

THE S
N

ATCH
ER

Write a good
cover letter

6. Choose 1
subgoal, and ask
yourself, what do
I need to do first,
to make that
happen? What
might help?

7. Put your
thought down,
and connect it
to its bubble.

find an agent

.
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Writers

figure
out what to say

by
by Am

bler

•

Write a
manuscript

Darre

THE S
N

ATCH
ER

Write a good
cover letter

online

Get
Advice from
other Writers

Writers
I know

Trade
Books

8.Continue
breaking goals into
smaller goals, by
thinking about
what step(s) might
come before each
one.

find an agent
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an agent

Writers

Small steps
toward getting
24
my book
submitted

online

Surf for writing
websites 15 min.

figure
•
out what to say

Get
Advice from
other Writers

Write a
manuscript

Writers
I know

Trade
Books

Brainstorm writers
I know

Browse Local
Library

9. Now, keep breaking
things down until you
come to a step that is small
enough and easy enough
you could do it today or
tomorrow. Put it in a box.
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10. Add a few more bubbles and boxes
until you have a nice collection of small
steps you can start right away.

Writers
online

figure
out what to say

Small steps
toward getting
25
my book
submitted
Surf for writing
websites 15 min.

•

Writers

Get
Advice from
other Writers

Write a
manuscript

I know

write
ten chapters

Brainstorm writers
I know

Trade

Browse Local

Books

Library

write
a chapter

write 250 words

Ask
other writers I

brainstorm list of
writers I know

know

find an
agent

gather
addresses of
children’s
agents

spend 15 minutes
Writers

online looking

online
browse Library 15

Trade

minutes25

Now I’ve got many
concrete steps I can take
TODAY toward getting my
book to an agent.

Small steps
toward getting
my book
submitted
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Surf for writing
websites 15 min.

Brainstorm
writers I know

And the great thing?
None of them is
particularly scary.

Browse Local
Library
write 250 words

spend 15 minutes
online looking

Small steps, one after the
other. It’s how everything
gets done.

browse Library 15
minutes
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Now you try it with a goal of your choosing. This is just a practice, so it can be silly
or serious. (With my teenagers I always start with “how to adopt a penguin.”)
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1. Choose a goal, and make it as tangible and specific as you can.
2. Take a blank piece of paper and put an image of your goal at the left of your page.
3. Now, think of all the obstacles that are preventing you from achieving your goal. Sometimes it is
helpful to think, “Why can’t I do this tomorrow? What needs to happen first?”
Write these obstacles down on a scratch pad, stating them as simply as possible.
4. Restate each obstacle by turning it “inside out.” When you state it positively, it becomes a goal.
Again, use the simplest words you can.
You have just figured out some mini-goals. Circle them.
5. Go back to your big sheet of paper and put down your new mini-goals. Connect each one to your
main goal.
6. Choose 1 mini-goal, and ask yourself, what do I need to do first to make that happen? What might
help?
7. Put your ideas down, and connect them to their bubble.
8. Continue breaking goals into smaller goals, by thinking about what step(s) might comes before
each one.
9. Now, keep working left until you come to a step that is small enough and easy enough you could do it
today or tomorrow. Put it in a box.
10. Add a few more bubbles and boxes until you have a nice collection of small steps you can start
right away.
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